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The stability of a spinning top with spherical support has been studied In 
[‘l] by means of a Liapunov function constructed from the Integral of energy 
and the integrals of Zhelle and Chaplygln [2]. The stablllt 

7 
of a rectl- 

linearly rolling disk with a gyroscope Is Investigated in [3 , and the sta- 
blllty of arbitrary steady motions of the disk on a plane Is considered In 
c41. For these studies the hypergeometrlc solutions of Appel and Korteveg 
[ 21 were used. The stability of the steady motion3 (In which the axis of 
the body can be arranged vertically and horizontally) of a body with a gyro- 
scope, constrained by an arbitrary surface of rotation, 13 Investigated In 
c41. 

Thereby Integrals depending linearly on the angular velocities are lndl- 
cated and used, and the force function 13 assumed to be analytical, which 
guarantees the analytic feature of the solution. For the construction of 
the Llapunov function In the neighborhood of the steady motion the first two 
terms of the series are computed. 

In the present paper we obtain the necessary and sufficient condition of 
stability of all steady motion3 of a heavy homogeneous body constrained by 
an arbitrary surface of rotation by Using, for a Llapunov function, the 3um 
of the squares of Integrals [5] . The lnvestigatlon of the sign-definiteness 
conditions for this function did not require an explicit computation of the 
linear Integrals. 

We shall conslder a heavy rigid body, rolling without slipping on a h’orl- 
zontal plane and constrained by the surface of rotation which has the ax13 c. 
Let the body be dynamically synznetrlcal with respect to the axle and let It 
bear the rotor of a gyroscope mounted 30 that It can rotate freely on the 
axle c . We shall Introduce two systems of coordinates, CrYZ which Is 
fixed, and c<qC which 13 mobile with It3 origin at 0 , center of gravity 
of the system. The axis GC 13 directed In the plane of the vertical merld- 
Ian perpendicularly to the axis r?C , and the axle 01 perpendicularly to 
the plane of the vertical meridian. We shall denote by 0 the angle QFW 
of the axl3 of the body with the horizontal tangent UN of Its meridian CP; 
by 
on t e ~3 6, rlr C . f: 

, Q, r, respectively the components of the angular velocity of the body 
The principal moment of momentum of the gyroscope 

around Its axis Is denoted by 3 ; according to the conditions of the prob- 
lem 3 = conet . 
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Let M be the mass of the system; 
axes 85 , 5n ; 

A Is its moment of Inertia about the 
B is the moment of Inertia ofthebody alone , and F1 that 

of the gyroscope alone about the axis of syrmnetry. Let also (0, E W, 11 @I) 
be the coordinates of the point of contact of the body and the plane. 

As It was shown by Chap1 gin, 
for a#*n intheformI2 3 

three equations of motion can be obtained 

B dr 

da 
4=--y&- ) (‘1 

Furthermore, the meChnlCa1 system under consideration has an integral of 
energy 

2H = .4p2 + Br2 -f- M (PC - 1.2) + [A + M (i2 $- E2)1 qz + 2Mgz (a) = const (3) 

Here z(a) is the height of the center of gravity of the body above the 
horizontal ‘lane E = z cos c1 _ zz sin 3, 5 = - z sin a - 2’ cos 3 

Calculating the trme derivative of (2) and taking (1) Into consideration, 
we get the fourth equation of motion 

[A + M (X2 + V)l $J = P (Br + s + 4rpn 4 -i- M (2 

+Mgz’$_Mp(fuaa-_)(p5--~) 
Here 5’, II’, z’ are the derivatives with respect to 

For ‘I= - da / dt # 0: the linear equations follow 

i- 55’) P - 

a . 

$ (PC -rQ--p(ctma--E)= &$, A%--(Br+s+APtwx)= - 

(4) 

Solving these with respect to the derivatives we get 

dp 
-,,=(tura+a~)p+w+h, 

dr 
da = blp + bzr + h2 

where 

BI; (i’ + 5) 
a1 = A ,a$= 

B(B/M+F2-Cj<‘) , bl=&(tt cj 
A A , bz=E B%_IgL!c (5) 

Bc dr -- 
E da 

Let 
P = Wl (3) + wpz (a) + ‘ps (aI7 r = ~$1 (z) + cz$3 (a) + *3 (a) (6) 

be the general solution of Equations (4). 

Solving (6) with respect to the constants, we get two integrals c4] 

hl (a) (p - (p3) t- ha (a) (f - $3) = ~1, ~1 (a) (P - (P3) + p2 (a) (r - $3) = ca (7) 

Obvious1 , any integral , p, t) of Equations (4) Is an integral of 
the system T 1) becriuse If - 0 , on the baaia of (4), there f%3~lowS 

dF dF da 
--_=O 

dt - da dt 
All the following calculations are valid if the poten- 

poesesses two wntf.nuous derivatives, whlcki, %I agree- 
ment with. the 

4=2cosa--z’sina, c=- 2 sin s1 -z*cosa 

guarantee8 the boundedneas of 5 ’ and C ’ , and consequently the boundedtaees 
of the coefficients of the system (4) on the lnt;ePral 0 Q a d S/G - as 
(where Is &-I arbitrary Mtkll quaxitftyj, and furthermore ft pir2c@ a&i 
etietencz cond%tlon for the function 6H’ In the form g%Ven bar&‘. ‘Thus is 
removed the. r&quirement of the analytic feature of x(a) given in 143 . 

Equations (1 .l) and (1.3) have a partial solution 

a =un*;‘/afl, (I = 0, P = PO, r = ro (8) 
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If the constants pa, r,, ad satisfy Equation 

po2Altllla0 + (Blr0 + s) PO + Mgz’(r0) = 0 (9) 

Here 

‘4, = A - Mz sy 
s1i-G ’ 

B1 = A + Mz $$ (10) 

The posltlveness of the dlscrlmlnant of Equation (g), quadratic with re- 
spect to PO Is given by a condition of existence of the solutions (8) 

D (ao, ro) = (Biro f s)2 - 4MgAd (zo)unao > 0 ’ (11) 

Let us consider the stablllt 
steady vertical rotations (a = in 

of the steady motion (8). The stability of 
) has been Investigated In [3 and 4); the 

stability of all rotations has been studied for the case of the disk In C63. 

Let us assume that for the undlPjtu.rbed m&Ion (8) the Integrals q, ox, t-to 
take the values P, oLo, gab. Let us denote by x1, xp the variations of 
the variables p, P ; by q, tia, the variations of q, a and by bR, lo,, 
boa the variations of the functions fi, ox, op . Now, let us consider the 
sum of the squares of the Integrals of the equations of the disturbed m&Ion 
t51 

V = [6H (a. x2, q, i3a)12 + [SCI (51, 52, Q, Wla + P212 

This positive function will be positive definite, if bK > 0 for those 
values of the arguments when bo,= hop 0 . 

In other words, Equations bo - bum- 0 yield x%(q, ba), xn(4, ba) ; 
substituting these values Into the function bH , we get 

6H @I (q, 6a), 32 (q, 6a), q, Sa) = 6W (q, 64 

If bK’( 
v 

ba) is a sign-definite function of Its arguments then, and 
only then, he function y Is positive definite. In other words, the varl- 
atlon of H calculated for the constants 0 O, 0~0, must be sign-definite. 
In a practical calculation the knowledge of’an explicit form of the functions 

ha), c2 (21, . . *I 631) la not lndlspenslble, because the quantities 
entering the variation bq are e ual to the right-hand aides 

Equ~tdi~<?(4), taken on the steady solution ( 8 ). Denoting the variation 
, c2”, q, 6~) = UP, we obtain 

SH’ = 

= fda + fsq' + fs (6a)2 + 2 

where Z are the terms of higher order and 

[?%I’ z 0 

By virtue of (4) and (8) WB get 

~[~~=[Ap~+2Br~+.M(~~~+~~‘)qP+Mgz’+M(p~-r5)(p~’-r4’+ 

+&-5 g-)1’= p2A1 ma + (Biro + s) PO + Mgz’ (a0) = fl (ao) 

By virtue of (9) we conclude that f, (a, ) = 0 . As far as we have always 

(32ef$1 0 

[ 1 F >o 

then In order to insure the positive-cieflnlteness of bg It Is sufflclent 
to have ySs> 0 , whereby that quantity aan be co-ted by taking the derlva- 
tlve with respect to QO of the left-hand side of B 
pW q0 as funatlons of (I.e. on the basis of 

tion (g), aonslderlng 

CompUtatlOns, we get 
(4)7? naldng the Indicated 

thFstablllty condltlon ln the form 

fs = (2Al- a0p0 + Bm + s) [(-a0 + 01) PO + a2ro + hl -I- &oa sec2 a0 i- 

+ PO~AI’ ma0 + Blpo (blpo + b2ro + ha) + Bl’ropo + Mgz (ao) > 0 (12) 
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ti which the parameters of motion are rehted by Equation (9); 4%” J A~’ are 
the derivatives with respect to a0 of A, and & * Since 

CM' (Ct*, . . . , a) i tit -. 0 
must be fulfilled by virtue of (3), there follows that (3) is equivalent to 
Equation 

G z -& [r (a) qz + p (a)] = g [Zrg’ + rg2 -/- 3’1 = 0 for fj f 0 (3’” = jl == iI] 

It Is thereby clear, that the linear approximation equation for 6a is 

and for J+~< 0 the solution (8) is unstable, 
lar cases. 

Let ua consider some partlcu- 

1. A body supported at B 
plane . 

point on a 
In that case 

5 = 0, 5=-a. al = b, == b2 = I$ ZE 0 

a2 = B / ~11, h, = s/A,, cl = _‘1 -t_ Ma%, B, = B 
The known condition of stability for the regular precession of a rigid 

body with a f1xeu 'Oint (Bra + s)e - 4MgAl sin ~10 > 0 
follows from (12) by virtue of (4). 

2. Linearly rolling body Let a’&) - 0 i.e. 
for Q - a0 the center of gravity of the body 18 &me the point of c&tact. 

18 
Is ._ 

For P,- 0, Equation (9) Is auton&&ally satisfied. 
The Inequality (12) takes the form 

@3,r, + S) (a,r, -t- h,) + M&F” (aI > 0 
In partieuiar, for a wheel roll 
an even iuncrtion of a aXi8 2' 

linearly ( = P - 0) the quantity 
zn !&at *case C(O) * 0, r(o) 

+(a) 

the radius of a wheel and p = i6 the radius of curvature tfa _ __ 
tne mtmamn 

Al = A, BP = B -+ Mn~ 

The COnditlOn of stability ha8 the form [4] 
(Bra i_ ~1% (Bra + s -I- Ma2ro) - Mgail (1 - p / a) > (1 

3. Small regular preceaaions of a top. 
ln t%3t caaa a0 -_ +I - $*; 3’ (‘;zn) = 0, z (‘/zn) -+ ;” (‘/zTcf == p, ITS (Ii,“) = $J 

lows that PI cot 2 
Let O(3 “1 be a s~~o~~~lty of the order of 2 a. From (1) there for- 

eMslY. prece&lona Pollows 
The condition of el&ence of arbitrary 

from ill,) and has the form 

.D (lisn, rO) :: {[B -f- Mps(1 - L)] ro $- s}z -+ 4Mgpl IA -4_ ;cIp2 (1 - 1)? > 0 

The inequality (12), by m&klng use of fg), becomes 

D (1/z”, fo) -:- 0 (PO) > 0 
Thus along any r(a) ft is weelble to chose an t: r 0 suuh that the 

precesslons for lizn - 6 <~<l;~n are stable. 
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